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Introduction: what problem am I trying to (help) solve here?

PRIOGRID and features which are recorded at PRIOGRID level give us 
detailed information on where and when a lot of events occurred.


What happens in one place clearly affects what happens in other 
places.


We need a way of making information about what occurred in one 
location available at other locations, so ML algorithms can learn 
these kinds of relationships.


This is the motivation being spatial lagging: create a new feature 
which records, for every cell, if an event occurred nearby (and, 
presumably, recently).


But what is ‘nearby’ (and ‘recently’, for that matter)?



Introduction: what problem am I trying to (help) solve here?
Months and years arguably do have intrinsic meaning due to the 
seasons.


But the size of a PRIOGRID cell (about 55 km) is arbitrary.


Deciding to perform spatial lags over 1, 2, 3,… cells is also, then, 
arbitrary.


Some events, such as crop-failures, droughts, demonstrations, 
skirmishes, etc, can influence other events thousands of kilometres 
away.


We can’t necessarily assume that effects are local and consider only 
the neighbourhood (whatever that means) of a given event.



Introduction: what problem am I trying to (help) solve here?

If we don’t have a good definition of ‘nearby’, we are faced with the 
need to import information from everywhere in the past to 
everywhere in the future.


Even restricting ourselves to Africa, this is >108 imports per feature, 
per past timestep at pg level.



Trees: an approximate solution to this problem

I am going to talk about two approximate ways of solving this 
problem, both of which derive from a fundamental datastructure; 
the tree. 

A tree is a hierarchical way of organising information that makes 
searching through and summarising the information very fast.


There are many different kinds of relationship one can use to build a 
tree.


The problem we have here is a spatial problem, so we will look at 
spatial trees, which organise data using spatial relationships.



How to build a tree

PRIOGRID is a uniform two-dimensional grid.


This will form the highest level of the tree. 


The PRIOGRID cells themselves will form the leaf-nodes of the tree.


The simplest kind of spatial tree one can build from a 2D grid is a 
quad-tree, where leaf nodes are first grouped into fours, so each has 
three siblings.


sibling sibling

sibling sibling



How to build a tree

We then imagine that every group of four leaf-nodes has one parent 
in the second level of the tree.


The properties of the parents can either be the averages or the 
sums of the properties of their children.


We then repeat - the parent nodes in level 2 are grouped into fours, 
and we create level 3, containing grandparent nodes.


We carry on until we have four giant nodes covering our whole grid.


The parent of these nodes is the root node.



leaf nodes (PRIOGRID cells)

level 2 nodes
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How to use a tree

Great. So what?


We can now use the tree to build, from the point of view of any 
PRIOGRID cell, an approximate representation of the entire grid, 
replacing more distant groups of other PRIOGRID cells with lower-
level tree nodes.


This, for some reason, is called walking the tree.


(i) choose an opening angle.


The opening angle is a hyper-parameter which controls how 
aggressively distant cells are aggregated into lower-level nodes.


You’ll see what I mean in a moment…



(ii) for every PRIOGRID cell (e.g. the one in red)



(iii) start with the children of the root node




(iv) see if each child fits inside the opening angle from the point of 
view of the target cell


θ



(v) if it does, add child to the target 

cell’s import list




(vi) if it does not, fetch the child’s children




(vi) test them against the opening angle




(vi) test them against the opening angle




(vi) test them against the opening angle




(vi) test them against the opening angle




(vii) continue recursively…




(vii) continue recursively…




(vii) continue recursively…




(vii) …until you get down to the target cell/leaf node itself




You now have an approximate representation of the entire grid from 
the point of view of the target cell.




Every cell sees a different view of the tree.




The result is an individual list for each PRIOGRID cell listing which 
tree nodes it is allowed to import information from.


Different cells will import information from different subsets of tree 
nodes.


 

This, finally, allows you to import to any PRIOGRID cell an 
approximate representation of the entire spatial grid of selected 
features from any time in the past. 

How to use a tree



Extension to 3 dimensions - spacetime trees
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Extension to 3 dimensions - spacetime trees
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Extension to 3 dimensions - spacetime trees

Latitude

Longitude

It’s perfectly possible to build a tree from a 3D datacube, but now it 
will be an oct-tree, because nodes are grouped into eights.


What I did before depends only on being able to define 


(i) distances between nodes


(ii) the angle subtended by one node at the location of another one


So I need to be able to do this in three dimensions, recalling that two 
dimensions are space-like and one is time-like.



Extension to 3 dimensions - spacetime trees
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Extension to 3 dimensions - spacetime trees
So I can compute distances (‘intervals’). 


I also need a way of computing angles, so that when I walk the tree, I 
can decide whether a node needs to split up, or not.


There is a 3D analogy of an angle - a solid angle



Extension to 3 dimensions - spacetime trees

I can now build a spacetime tree and import to any PRIOGRID cell  
an approximate representation of the entire spatial grid of  
selected features from every time in the past. 



Extension to 3 dimensions - spacetime trees

d-2 distance scaling, exponential time decay

I can choose whatever distance- and time-weighting I like. Let’s look at 
ged_best_sb.



Extension to 3 dimensions - spacetime trees

d-1 distance scaling, exponential time decay



Adaptive meshes

That was one way of compressing data using trees, which generates 
a different compressed dataset from the point of view of every cell in 
a 2- or 3D space.


Suppose, though, that I just want one simplified representation of a 
dataset.


Trees can be used to do this too, by building adaptive meshes.



Adaptive meshes
Suppose I have a PRIOGRID feature that looks like this:



Adaptive meshes
There are large areas where nothing interesting is going on, in the 
sense that the feature has the nearly the same value in many 
neighbouring cells.


I can use the tree to aggregate similar cells together.


(i) If a cell and its siblings have similar values, replace them with their 
parent.


(ii) Keep doing this recursively.



Adaptive meshes

Then I can go from this…



Adaptive meshes

…to this:



Adaptive meshes

Now I have a mesh which gives me good resolution where the values 
of a particular feature are ‘interesting’.


This is known as an adaptive mesh and what is considered 
‘interesting’ is known as the refinement criterion.


One has huge flexibility in deciding on refinement criteria - one can 
use the absolute values, signs of values, ranges/gradients of 
values, etc., present in a node and its siblings to decide whether to 
replace those nodes with their parent.


But why is this useful?



Adaptive meshes

Suppose I have a refugee route-finding problem



Adaptive meshes

Problem: lots of possible routes



Adaptive meshes

If I use the adaptive mesh, I hugely cut down the possible routes



Adaptive meshes

If I use the adaptive mesh, I hugely cut down the possible routes



Summary
We looked at two ways of ‘compressing’ a grid or datacube so the 
whole entity can be represented approximately using a small 
number of elements (tree nodes):


(1) walking the tree from each PRIOGRID cell produces cell-specific 
approximations that automatically give good local spatial  
resolution 

(2) aggregating cells according to some property of the map of a 
particular feature produces one adaptive mesh per feature  
that automatically gives good spatial resolution where the feature 
is ‘interesting’


